
VANDERCOOL.CLUB 
Blockchain can be a difficult concept — a futuristic, strange world with which the average person 
still has little connection. We can all grasp, feel, see, taste, hear the "Real world" ... it is structured 
to meet our five senses, easier to understand and navigate; we're literally born to do it.


Yet for the next generations, raised on Minecraft, Fortnight, GFA, Assassin’s Creed and 
PokemonGO, the blending of real and virtual of their neighborhood landmarks and Web3.0, is 
becoming seamless.


Gordon Moore, Intel Co-founder, stated that the size of microchips halves while the speed 
doubles, at decreasing intervals. He hasn't been proven wrong yet ... AND the pace of change 
and innovation where Tech and AI and Blockchain/Crypto/NFTs/Metaverse meet YOU is only 
increasing more quickly too: the internet of things, Oculus, Neuralink, self-driving cars, and we've 
barely begun ...


... and now we have smart contracts, which are the essence of the contemporary Blockchain, 
including all the most interesting crypto, MetaVerse, and NFT projects..


In our VanderCool’s Founder's view, smart contracts are the greatest human invention of the past 
50 years, and remarkably they are only a few years old. EVERYTHING will be a smart contract one 
day (and VanderCool is working on patents relating to just that!)... and human life, liberty, the 
pursuit of happiness and all that follows will be better for it, IF we get the future right, spread the 
rippling waters of wealth, and make sure ALL humans are able to enjoy the fruits of decentralized 
personal control and financial freedom.


And that is one of the many reasons VanderCool.club exists and what we hope to achieve!


That ... and, of course ... having a ton of fun while making a great deal of money with our friends 
and fellow Clubbers in the process.


VanderCool.club functions as a connector between ideas, products, concepts, and revenue 
streams in both our physical word and the world of blockchain. For instance we have DUAL 
Headquarters: one in Metropolitan Washington DC USA (where our Holding Company LLC is 
based), and the other directly in several fabulous spots in TCG.world, the world's largest open 
Metaverse (where VanderCool is a major virtual landholder already). This is not just cool, it's 
VanderCOOL!


... ps:... there will be a live feed from VanderCool HQ & our Loft Creator Space in Washington DC 
to our HQ in TCG.world AND from the VanderCool HQ in TCG.world to our HQ in DC (and 
ultimately other world capitals, as well). Back and forth live feeds between avatars in the 
Metaverse and people in our world. Yep, VanderCool :-)


So what, exactly is VanderCool.club?

And since you're here, how do you fit in?


VanderCool.club is a series of interconnected Real World and Web3.0 Virtual Projects, Patents, 
Products and Assets, spread across blockchain, virtual and real-world real-estate, NFTs, tokens 
that are really "Keys to the Club", film and music productions and companies, public and private 
events ranging from major city exhibition centers to in private clubs such as The Garrick in 
London, The Players in NYC, the Army & Navy in DC, and similar, along with a series of Holder 
benefits across both "Keys" and NFTs that accrue to the success of all parties across the 
VanderCool.club spectrum; revenue from the real world corporations we own infuses and helps 
grow the Blockchain assets and Club, and revenue from the Blockchain assets and Club infuses 
and helps grow the real world corporations, on a growing “Virtuous Cycle.”


We believe VanderCool.club is one of the most exciting uses of Blockchain to date!


Many assets claim to have an ecosystem, and a few actually do have a rudimentary 
complimentary series of two or three fairly standard interlocking projects or dApps (that many 



others often have too). And there's nothing wrong with any of that! BUT: we're leveling 
ecosystems up like a tesseract 😎 .


What makes VanderCool.club uniquely different and uniquely potentially VALUABLE is the 
following series of current and planned interconnected "Real world" and "Virtual/Blockchain/
Web3.0" assets and revenue streams that accrue in a Virtuous Cycle to all parties across every 
facet of our quite extensive actual-ecosystem and company performance spectrum.


Uniquely, VanderCool.club has:


-- Ownership of the Brand via a United States' based LLC with multiple member investors and a 
growing circle of influence among elite, and sometimes even famous, technology veterans, 
celebrities, royalty, philanthropists, film makers, musicians, art experts from Sotheby's and 
elsewhere, and many more in these circles. Our founder, G. Vandercool's "Day Jobs" over the 
years have included running all of Public Relations for a Global Division of Sony Entertainment, 
helping Korn Ferry Executive Search and Leadership development grow its client base and build 
several products, and hobnob with the cognoscenti of major world capitals for many years.


-- Our Founder who is a participant Speaker at the 2022 Davos World Economic Forum events in 
May 2022, including all relevant Blockchain networking, panels, dinners, et. al.


-- We have THREE potential patents under various stages of development with applications 
relevant to: Elon Musk's Neuralink technology and related competitors, disintermediation of 
certain aspects of "same think" CRM technology with ultimate possible sale to a company such 
as Salesforce.com, and a proprietary Sustainable and Environmentally Friendly system for 
individual mining of Bitcoin and other blockchain assets whether Proof of Stake, Proof of Work, 
Proof of Network, Proof of Access or otherwise.


-- An Executive Search and broad Recruiting division for Tech/AI/Web3.0/Blockchain/
Cryptocurrency/NFTs/Metaverse/Cloud candidate employees and all related technologies with a 
special emphasis on sourcing, sponsoring, recruiting, and hiring women and people from 
underserved communities into key roles; and of course room for everyone else too. We will have 
one of the world's largest database of opt-in self selected potential candidates, VETTED through 
our assessment partners. Founder was a member of the Korn Ferry practice specializing in 
individual and leader assessment and development and is leveraging those relationships into a 
unique asset in all of Blockchain.


-- A Consumer Products Brand across personal care, fashion, lifestyle/athletics, liquor, and 
consumables. You will soon be able, for instance, to attend a VanderCool.club event with your 
VanderCool Holder Key NFT (or higher level VIP, or highest level Platinum Perpetual) and enjoy a 
VanderCool Vodka in your favorite cocktail, or simply on the rocks, after using VanderCool 
personal grooming products and sporting a VanderCool shirt (that might be a bit much, but you 
get the point!). We have secured a Distillery Partner based in the United States and will be 
releasing shortly.


-- A burgeoning Boutique Hotel Brand focused on Very-High-End travellers from Japan, Latin 
America, Europe, the United States et. al. with a core emphasis on Golf connections and Jazz 
music influence. Before working at Korn Ferry, Founder worked at Sony Entertainment (including 
the Titanic Soundtrack and other famous recordings) and The World of Golf and knows there is a 
VERY wealthy clientele at the center of the Venn Diagram where Golf, Jazz, Hotels/Hospitality, 
Haute Cuisine, and fun meet! We have begun scoping out land and development partners for this 
venture.


-- A Creator Space for our filmmaker, artist, educational, tech/blockchain and other partners 
CONNECTED to our VanderCool.club real-world Club space at our HQ in the Washington DC 
area. If you are a VIP VanderCool NFT holder you may join us any time at our Club bar to drink 
VanderCool Vodka (yes we have a Vodka partner; and eventually Tequila and Gin, too) and if you 
hold a Platinum Perpetual NFT you are invited into the "Inner Sanctum Sanctorum" where you will 
discuss strategy and tactics around global economic and other trends and be part of certain 
exclusive launches with people we meet in Davos, ArtBasel, CryptoVegas, NYC Business, DC 



Legislative, etc. Holder, VIP, and Platinum Perpetual may be minted upon mint date, or of course 
purchased on OpenSea etc. afterwards. The 444 Platinum Perpetual NFTs will be sold only to 
individuals who have been personally Vetted by G. VanderCool.


-- A MAJOR presence in TCG.world, the largest open world Metaverse of them all! The American 
Corporation that owns the VanderCool.club brand also owns tens of thousands of $$ of Virtual 
Land in TCG.world, including a complex of plots, The VanderCool.club Compound, in TCG World 
North; plus strategic plots for branding and advertising in the East, Asia, and Forrest regions of 
the TCG World. VanderCool.club's Virtual Web 3.0 Headquarters will be in TCG.world where we 
are building partnerships with their leadership team in a very exciting Virtuous Cycle dynamic.


-- And so very much more coming down the line! (Including our HNT Helium SenseCap miners 
and Loop.tv presence to come).


... And what TRULY sets the VanderCool. club product and performance spectrum and ecosystem 
apart, as if the above wasn't enough ;-), is how the ECONOMICS and VanderKeyNomics of the 
BSC tokenized asset and ETH NFT assets work: Via the Revenue Streams from the USA 
Corporation that owns VanderCool.club, at-random-timing purchases of VanderCool Keys/Tokens 
in the Club and VanderCool NFT floor protection across three levels (Holders, VIP, 
PlatinumPerpetual) shall be made up to 5% combined, across 1, 3, 5 year and Perpetual 
timeframes (within rational marketplace economics) from Product & Patent Revenue from 
American LLC, as above and ongoing; this becomes a REAL ECOSYSTEM "Virtuous Cycle" of 
growth for blockchain asset expansion and real-world products/IP ecosystem across +/- 10 Use 
Cases in first 24 months.


...  PLUS a Staking Platform across 4 levels for vCOOLs (our tokenized "Keys to the Club" ... that 
will interact with the NFTs and all other components of the ecosystem) built by senior/savvy 
Web3.0 technologists.


Our founder's 12th GreatGrandparents Aeltje Cornelis Cool (who arrived on a creaky sailing ship 
in New Amsterdam in 1639, which became New York City 26 years later) and Jan [John] Aertsen 
Vanderbilt (who arrived in New Amsterdam a few years later) were adventurers with a pioneering 
spirit and a great deal of courage. We wonder if Vander and Cool could’ve even remotely 
imagined what their many hundreds of thousands of American and Global granddaughters and 
grandsons and nieces and nephews and cousins would help build almost 40 decades later. Could 
they have imagined the New York City skyline today? Or the Airplane (the Wright Brothers were 
descendants of theirs, too!). Could Aeltje or Jan have imagined Blockchain? NFTs? Crypto? 
Bitcoin as gold? As adventurers and founders, I'll bet they could ;-) ... and I'll bet they would be 
AMAZINGLY proud of ALL of us here today.


Please join our Founder and our Team as we build out VanderCool.club into the most exceptional, 
exciting, dynamic, and we believe profitable hybrid Web3.0/Real ecosystem on the planet.


Welcome to the Club! We're very glad you're here, and we're just getting started 😊 


Yours most sincerely,

G. VanderCool, Founder and CEO, Washington DC



